
two  louisiana  boys  blaze  a trail through  

north  carolina   barbecue  country

by  rien  fertel  /  photos  by  denny culbert
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My birthplace, Lafayette, Louisiana, the hub of Acadiana, the home of Cajun culture, harbored the occasional franchise 
chain out of Texas or Tennessee, but none endured for very long or, for that matter, served up any meat that a smoke-
respecting Texan or Tennessean would deem quality ’cue. Sure, we Louisianians are a people raised on the hog. Andouille 
and tasso, boudin, and hog’s head cheese fill our plates and our ice chests (the transportation of pork products across state 
lines reaches sporting-type levels in south Louisiana). Cajuns seasonally gather in large numbers for a celebratory pig butcher 
and roast called a cochon de lait, an event that remained a frontier-like dream for this child of the suburbs. Barbecue 
remained a mystery, a mythic food shrouded as if in so much smoke that did not even exist.
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It’s an early evening in November, and I’ve just 

eaten my umpteenth order of barbecue for the day. 
Sonny Conrad—proprietor of the Barbecue Center, a 
converted “dairy bar” or old timey ice-cream counter 
in central Lexington, North Carolina—saddles up in 
the booth. He watches as my friend Denny Culbert 
and I sample all three cuts of hickory wood-smoked 
pork shoulder that his establishment serves: chopped, 
coarse-chopped, and sliced. He tops off our barbecue 
sauce, known throughout town as “dip,” poured 
from a brimming glass coffee pot into a styrofoam 
cup. Warm, viscous, and ketchup-sweet with a black 
pepper tang, dip transcends mere condiment status 
(some customers drink it with a straw). Conrad 
instructs us to dunk our crackly-fried hushpuppies 
into the crimson bath. “We call it dip,” he tells us, 
“because we’re always dipping stuff in it.” We dip. We 
eat too much. We can’t get enough. So goes day one.

Over a four-week pig meat marathon, we covered 
North Carolina’s barbeculture from Lexington, in the 
central part of the state, east to the tiny, inland coastal 
town of New Bern. We stalked the downtown sidewalks of Raleigh to the 
collard-green-covered plains of the eastern environs for smoked pork. We 
aimed to get to the core of the East-West North Carolina barbecue divide 
that makes adversaries out of pork cuts, sauces, and slaws, not to mention 
each side’s enthusiasts. 

Our mission, sponsored by the Southern Foodways Alliance and the 
University of Mississippi’s Center for the Study of Southern Culture, was 
to map out a North Carolina Barbecue Trail. The SFA’s Oral History 
Initiative, founded in 2005 by the incomparable Amy Evans Streeter, seeks 
to understand the American South’s diverse food cultures by gathering and 
preserving the stories behind the food. Evans Streeter guides a handful 
of dedicated freelancers to collect long-form interviews from subjects 
as varied as a Seventh-Day Adventist Church gardener in Greenwood, 
Mississippi, to a Bangladeshi restaurateur in Atlanta, Georgia. At the SFA 
we privilege history and tradition, businesses that run generations deep, 
and community-defining establishments. We love a good tale as much as 
I love a barbecue sandwich.

Denny (the photographer for the trip and this article) and I (the 
oral historian) started our journey in Lexington, the self-proclaimed 
“Barbecue Capital of the World.” This title is not an empty boast by any 
means; in a town of just over twenty thousand there are some twenty 

pithouses, each one serving a slightly different take on the same four 
staples: smoked pork shoulder, cornmeal hushpuppies, coleslaw, and 
the ubiquitous dip. That first day, we enjoyed barbecue for breakfast, 
along with a plate of deep-fried pigskins (a dish that pairs surprisingly 
well with morning coffee). We repeated this process for lunch, twice. 
And twice again for supper. We were looking for interesting stories, and 
with that day’s final stop we found Mr. Sonny Conrad. 

At six, maybe seven years old, Conrad lugged split hickory logs for his 
grandfather who manned the barbecue pits at Yarborough’s Restaurant. 
Located near the Lexington courthouse, Yarborough’s constituted one arc of a 
small circle of pitmasters, including Jess Swicegood, Sid Weaver, and Warner 
Stamey, whom history credits with founding the Lexington or Piedmont style 
of local ’cue culture. Conrad remembers his grandfather, Henry Lafayette 
Cecil, smoking exactly eight shoulders every Friday afternoon. You’d be hard-
pressed to find anyone who started in the barbecue business at an earlier age 
than Sonny Conrad. Few have lasted longer in the business. 

In 1955, straight out of high school, Conrad began working curb service 
for his brother-in-law. This was a “time before restaurants,” Conrad told 
me, and, with few indoor seats, the Barbecue Center serviced cars. Though 
this practice has since reversed, nearly 40 percent of Center customers still 
eat in their automobiles. He soon learned every position in the house and 
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eventually bought the place after punching the clock for just over a dozen 
years. He married a waitress named Nancy and injected himself into the 
close-knit community that is Lexington barbecue. 

Denny and I joined that community, at least at its fringes, earlier than 
we would have ever imagined. Our barbecue adventure slash educational 
experience impressed Lexington residents. By day two, we’d made the front 
page of the local newspaper: “Pair Tour North Carolina to Document 
Barbecue Debate.” People stopped to ask how we were enjoying their town 
and its gift to American culinary culture, they pointed us in the direction 
of their favorite smokestack, and a few of them worried, with maternal 
affection, about our one-dimensional diets. One gentleman laughed that 
we “smelled like barbecue.” We spent hours in pithouses, and smoke and 
grease not only soaked into our clothes, I’m afraid, but seeped into our 
pores. Not one Lexingtonian accused us of being unschooled, outsiders, 
or dilettantes even though we’d arrived in town all three. 

Emboldened and now enthusiasts in our own right, we hit the geographical 
and culinary outliers throughout the North Carolina Piedmont, including 
Cook’s Barbecue, a joint literally carved out of a forest—the founder, Doug 
Cook, constructed the building piecemeal out of an oak grove surrounding 
his home. There was the “black barbecue sauce” from Short Sugar’s Pit Bar-
B-Q in Reidsville, runny, salty-sweet, and many shades darker than those 
found anywhere else. Stamey’s Barbecue in Greensboro can trace its history 
back to near the beginnings of barbecue time, at least regionally; the Stamey 
family has been dishing out smoked shoulders since the 1920s. And then 
there’s Shelby’s Red Bridges Barbecue Lodge, a restaurant run by women—a 
rarity in ’cue country—for three generations.

We reached Clyde Cooper’s two days before a much-anticipated 
Thanksgiving break. Eating barbecue and talking barbecue had filled every 
hour of the past week. Barbecue consumed us as much as we consumed it. 
And then we met Debbie Holt.

Proprietor of Clyde Cooper’s Barbecue with her husband Randy, Debbie 
Holt radiates an animated joy as bright as the hot-pink sweatshirt she wore 
on the day we met her. The couple bought Cooper’s in 2008 after she’d 
managed the restaurant for two decades. Clyde Cooper, as the legend goes, 
opened his eponymous pithouse on New Year’s Day 1938 with fifty dollars 
in his pocket. There, in downtown Raleigh, he presented a menu more 
diverse than other barbecue shops, including fried chicken, ribs, several 
vegetable sides, and cracklins. The building that houses Cooper’s dates 
back to 1884 and the Holts do not own it. Developers aim to raze it to raise 
a towering apartment complex on its Davie Street foundation. Central 
Raleigh is being re-imagined, rebuilt, and repopulated. Gentrification 
comes at a price, and Clyde Cooper’s might soon utter its last squeal. 

Four brick walls. Worn wooden booths. A dining room split in two by 
a barstool lunch counter. A three-story building worn rough, a bit dank, 
but loaded with character. This place has become Debbie Holt’s home. It is 
her cause, her fight. There is an offer to relocate down the street, but as the 
restaurant nears its seventy-fifth anniversary, she aspires to save a landmark. 
In addition to running a restaurant, she has become a preservationist.

Raleigh denizens have taken this struggle in stride. G. Wesley Williams, a local 
legend and Cooper’s regular since its first year in operation, penned a few lines 
of verse entitled “No Jolts for the Holts,” an ode to the duo’s perseverance. The 
framed poem hangs on the structure’s 128-year-old brick walls.
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For Denny and me, our wheels were our walls. We traversed the state 
by RV, our house on wheels that we nicknamed The Barbecue Bus, or 
when we were feeling really goofy, which could be often, the Recreational 
Squeal-icle. Generously loaned by my trusting parents, the Bus transported 
us from Wal-Mart parking lot to Wal-Mart parking lot (the corporation 
retains a liberal overnight-stay policy). Before setting out for a brief 
Thanksgiving vacation, Debbie Holt loaded us up with barbecue, a smoky, 
tomatoey Brunswick stew, and about a dozen pigs’ worth or cracklins, 
just one more instance of North Carolina hospitality. After spending the 
holiday in Virginia with family, we traveled east through the state; the 
mild winter weather inspired us to drive with windows down. We hung 
our noses out in the open air, canine-like, scent-scanning for smoke and 
meat, for that rare undiscovered barbecue.

There, in the East, we met a completely different barbecue culture, 
ostensibly a whole other animal. Eastern North Carolina prides itself on 
being the inventors of American barbecue. Barbecue is one thing and one 
thing only says Samuel Jones of Ayden’s Skylight Inn. “Whole hog cooked 
over wood.” With the stubbornness that comes with a three-and-a-half-
century-old tradition, that’s all there is: wood, fire, smoke, and a whole 
pig. The sauce—vinegar, salt, spice—matches the meat’s austerity.

Not that all barbecuers out east are traditionalists. Bunn’s Barbecue in 
the Inner Banks community of Windsor offers a half-inch-thick square of 
cornbread split widthways and filled with chopped Boston butt and slaw. 
Off a busy highway in Wilson, after-church Sunday customers line up for 
an hour to get one of Parker’s barbecue and fried chicken combination 
plates. Vegetable served alongside pork becomes more common in the 
East; scattered among farmlands, places like Jack Cobb & Son Barbecue 
Place in the aptly named town of Farmville and Bum’s Restaurant in 
Ayden specialize in starches and greens. After nearly a month on the road, 
vegetables helped us along. We learned that no matter how much you love 
it, there is such a thing as too much barbecue. Exhausted, we rolled into 
our final stop, our fifteenth interview, ready to be back home.  

Grady’s Barbecue rests on a triangular piece of land at the crossroads of 
three rural highways less than a five-hour drive up I-95 from Charleston. 
Though the Postal Service locates it in Dudley, in reality, Grady’s is nowhere. 
A week earlier, we’d arrived late at night to find out when they might be 
open—our phone calls went unanswered. The handwritten days and hours 
of operation on the posted sign that hangs from the white plank building are 

worn blank. This little Bermuda Triangle of barbecue 
swallows up cell phone reception, and as we pulled back 
onto the highway, a man materialized in front of the 
bus, roared something wild and indistinguishable, and 
just as quickly vanished into the surrounding woods. 
We did not know what to expect on our follow-up visit. 

We eventually made contact with Mrs. Gerri Grady. 
Shy and soft-spoken like her husband Stephen, she warmly 
invited us to come by at seven the next morning. Early 
that Tuesday, we meet Mr. Grady in the smokehouse; the 
navy blue of his shirt matches the color of his wife’s. We 
watch as he shovels hardwood coals under a single whole 
hog, including the head, that simmers skin-side down on 
the fire. With smoke burning our eyes and seizing our 
lungs, he tells us that this culture, traditional whole-hog 
barbecue, will eventually disappear. “People nowadays 
just are not going to work this hard.” And it’s true; there 
aren’t many left who work like Stephen Grady. In addition 
to keeping his barbecue house open four days a week, 

he cultivates crops and cattle for market. He loses money but confesses that 
“farming is hard to get out of your blood.” He is seventy-seven years old and, 
during catering season, occasionally stays up seventy-two hours straight.     

The pig complete, Mr. Grady, outfitted in a white apron and heavy 
rubber glove, starts pulling the fifty to sixty pounds of meat from the skin, 
tossing the hot flesh into a large metal tub. Flying hog grease splatters 
my notepad and Denny’s camera. A pool of fat bubbles inch-deep in the 
pigskins that remain sizzling on the grill until fried crisp—mixed into 
the meat, they add crunch and chew to every bite of ’cue. We follow 
Grady into the kitchen where his wife brews fresh iced tea on the stove. 
He piles the meat high on a cutting board and with heavy cleaver in 
hand hacks away. I’ve watched other men, younger men, chop barbecue 
while wearing headphones, pounding away at the wood block with a 
rhythmic percussion. Mr. Grady shuns such affectations; he chops with 
silent command with hands that have fed innumerable customers. He’s 
known how to fix barbecue since he was “big enough to walk,” assisting 
his grandfather and then the neighborhood pitmaster for hire.  

In historical terms, the Gradys’ barbecue house ranks as relatively new. In 
1986, both recently divorced, they rekindled a childhood friendship that 
began on the school bus. They fell in love and almost immediately opened 
Grady’s Barbecue as newlyweds. Every morning, Mrs. Grady prepares the 
from-scratch black-eyed peas, steamed cabbage, and boiled potatoes. Most 
days, Mr. Grady bakes his matchless sweet potato pie. They move about 
the kitchen with a determined wordlessness, while during the interview 
they tease, flirt, and finish each other’s thoughts. 

A post-retirement pursuit, Grady’s will close for good any day now. The 
couple has not enjoyed a vacation in three decades. For over twelve years, 
they’ve circled and let pass innumerable calendar dates marking their final 
day of business. She feels the aches and pains that follow a twelve-hour day 
in the kitchen. He wants to drive to Canada and get lost.  

Before getting back on the road, Stephen Grady shares with us a favorite 
saying, an everyday adage that guides his life and future. “This day is the 
last this day,” he says. “You won’t see this one no more.” We shake hands 
with Mr. Grady and hug Mrs. Grady goodbye.

I cry and miss barbecue already. We built a North Carolina Barbecue 
Trail, a roadmap for future enthusiasts to follow, and, in doing so, we 
found a community that welcomed us with new tastes and provided a 
home away from home. 
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the sauce: east vs west
BARBECUE CENTER DIP
LEXINGTON, NC
From Holy Smoke: The Big Book of North Carolina Barbecue: 
The Definitive Guide to the People, Recipes, and Lore by John 
Shelton Reed and Dale Volberg Reed

1 quart cider vinegar
1 quart water
1½−2 quarts ketchup (according to desired thickness)
10 teaspoons sugar
3 teaspoons cayenne
5−7 teaspoons black pepper
10 teaspoons salt

Combine the ingredients in a saucepan and simmer  
for 15 minutes. Bring to a boil, then let cool.

EASTERN HOT VINEGAR 
BARBECUE SAUCE
By The North Carolina Pork Council 
(ncpork.org)

2 quarts cider vinegar
1¼ to 1½ ounces of red pepper, crushed
Salt to taste
Black pepper to taste

Mix all ingredients well. After basting pig,  
pour remaining sauce in small jars to serve 
with cooked pig.

Yield: 2 quarts

OINK IF YOU 
LOVE BBQ
For interviews, audio slideshows and to  

follow The Barbecue Bus’s recent adventures  

in South Carolina, visit thebarbecuebus.com  

and @TheBarbecueBus on Twitter.  

For more Southern barbecue trails, oral  

histories, and documentaries, check out 

southernbbqtrail.com, a website established  

by the Southern Foodways Alliance (see  

their interactive map, pick your state, and  

plan your trip). 


